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It takes a bold campaign to promote a radical change in how a 
smartphone looks and feels. 

So when LG introduced its new G2 smartphone with physical volume  
and power controls on the rear, the company needed to convince a 
huge, global audience of the benefits.

“The launch campaign was focused on product awareness and  
branding. So the most important metrics were impressions, reach,  
and engagement,” says Danny Kim, Digital Marketing Manager with  
LG Mobile Communications in Seoul, Korea. 

LG wanted to use DoubleClick Studio for a seldom-attempted innovation 
in rich media: to use a Layout to live-stream the video from LG’s event 
broadcast across the web. The ads for the product launch worked 
beautifully, and went on to deliver breakthrough results in customer 
engagement and interaction. 

“This campaign was the very first live-streamed product 
launch for LG. The results were a pleasant surprise: The 
live-streamed show exposed almost 10 million users to  
the new product.” 

—Danny Kim, Digital Marketing Manager, LG Mobile Communications 

10 million playbacks during one-hour launch
LG introduced the G2 during the busiest month of the year for mobile 
releases, competing for attention with Apple, Samsung, Sony, and others. 
During this blizzard of new releases, LG needed to emphasize that its 
new design came from listening to customers. 

The launch featured executives showing how the new design enables 
users to control the phone more naturally, with less chance of dropping 
it. The company wanted as many people as possible around the world to 
tune into the product launch, staged at Lincoln Center in New York City. 
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“This campaign was the very first experience for LG to live-stream a product 
launch show online,” says Kim. 

To help LG reach its goals, DoubleClick created a custom Lightbox 
Engagement ad in the form of an invitation. The ad played the YouTube  
live-stream of the G2 launch show. 

Unlike other online ads, the Lightbox Engagement engages viewers with the 
brand by showcasing video from a live event. It allowed LG to broadcast their 
event across the web, to many more people than they would have reached 
with simply the event itself. The live-stream format has been so successful that 
DoubleClick has built this capability into the Featured Video Layout so that it’s 
available for anyone to use.

“The results were a pleasant surprise,” says Kim. “Almost 10 million playbacks 
occurred during the live-streamed show, which is a huge number for a 
product launch.”
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Dramatic time savings
The other good news is that LG was able to compress days into hours in 
preparing the rich media campaign. 

Using DoubleClick Studio, the innovative ad for the G2 product launch  
was created in record time. The QA was completed in six hours and the  
tags trafficked in less than one day. Without Layouts, this process could  
take multiple days to complete, so using the Layouts template cut the 
turnaround time by more than 80%. 

All in all, LG Mobile Communications views its online launch of the  
G2 smartphone as an out-of-this-world success. 

In the future, the company plans to increase its investment in online 
marketing. LG can count on the fact that all standard rich media engagement 
metrics come baked into every template for Studio Layouts. This helps 
generate the detailed reports that will contribute to LG’s mission to learn  
from its customers.

“As we embark on spreading the word and increasing our influence through 
social media, LG is looking forward to using engagement ads to connect to 
users,” says Kim. And DoubleClick will be there to help. 

DoubleClick Studio
DoubleClick Studio is a production 
and workflow tool used by creative 
agencies to build and manage 
DoubleClick Rich Media ad units, 
making it more efficient to manage 
desktop and mobile creatives in a 
single place.

DoubleClick  
Studio Layouts
Layouts is a new DoubleClick 
Studio feature that makes 
developing rich media ads faster 
and easier. Layouts provides a 
pre-made rich media ad shell that 
meets all IAB and Web standards, 
saving you time in production  
and approvals.
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